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another key aspect of the novel was kojima's particular use of iruka as a reference point. his strong character trait is his loyalty, and his dream to be of any help to his friend. this was the reason why iruka showed up in the final pages of the novel. while writing it, i felt that while the novel's ending wouldn't be the same if i had mentioned iruka earlier, having introduced
him in the last chapter actually worked better in that way. book recommendations are near and dear to my heart because i always receive them from my family, both my japanese and malaysian relatives. in fact, i always recommend the books i read to my family as i’m a bookworm, so they can always check out the reviews i post on both https://wordcounter.net/en-

japan/ and https://wordcounter.net/en-indonesia/ . but, what stopped me from reading his recommendation was that i didn’t know how to read japanese. after working for almost a year in japan, i still didn’t know how to read and speak japanese. so, when it is translated to bahasa indonesia, perhaps he didn’t know if i can read japanese (i suppose i’m one of the few “non-
asian” readers of his books). but last weekend, i managed to purchase a copy of memoirs of a geisha on amazon. to be honest, i still am not sure if i can understand the japanese language despite reading it for a few days. i guess my husband’s recommendation will be “another one to read”, i will give this a try in time. several years ago, i got a letter from a singaporean
writer whose work i really liked. he said: we have so many books in singapore. but that's all. it feels as if it's a wasted effort. in his book a history of the future, walter benjamin suggests that art is a vessel of the future. how do we teach our future generations to read and write to facilitate the creation of art? it's also a question of political liberation. benjamin writes that

the task of art is to change the world. we should therefore help people to create their own art. they don't have to wait for someone else to do it for them.
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they’re stuck in the cave, and one by one, they are kidnapped. the kidnappers gave them fair warning and the police chief also wants to ensure that this mission succeeds, but he’s an unknown. he did an excellent job in making sure that the kidnapping didn’t go wrong. the police chief did everything to make sure the mission succeeds and he is the master at making
sure that no one gets hurt. however, after realizing that there are no kids on the way, he tries to find a way to get out of the cave. junichiro tanizaki became poet b.a. (university of tokyo), m. (university of ueno) hokusai: from the national museum of modern art, new york, 2017; 30x40 cm omori.. : two prints by master hokusai of mikado, 鴉生; 1268. in world war ii, the

artist hokusai was drafted into the japanese imperial army as a painter, where he produced propaganda posters and illustrations for training manuals. decidedly eccentric, he experimented with styles of painting from the edo period and developed his own techniques for illustrating mythical and historical scenes. after the war he left the military, and married an
elementary school teacher, and was thereafter recognized as one of japan's greatest masters of the "ukiyo-e" (woodblock prints), or "utamaro-e," as he is sometimes known. it might be a bit of a misnomer to call this book a roman à clef, since kojima used a "safe character" as a reference point for his recreation of the life of the original literary character of luisa.

however, there are similarities. one is the generally undisguised admiration for the literary character. another is the resolution to bring luisa back from the dead in the final pages of the novel. why did kojima rely on the novel? in his own words: those who have read it already know that i don't have great affection for this novel. however, i feel that there is still much that
could be learned from luisa's life. since her last appearance in the tv series in 2000, i had been thinking about how to write a novel about her, and i didn't give much thought to how the characters i had decided to use would react. fortunately, i had recently finished reading someone else's novel, which was set in an environment similar to my own, and the details in it

matched the real world so perfectly that i felt the way the author had presented these characters made me realize that i could write a novel about luisa as well. for the details that were similar to my own, i had already written notes in my diary, and i used these as a reference point for the novel. even the places i visited, such as the gion, were in the real world, and so i
was able to reconstruct them without thinking at all. 5ec8ef588b
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